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from Program Manager, Melissa Vuletich

Welcome to ASU Gammage and our Performances for Students Series!
If this is your first time attending one of our student matinee performances, I welecome you!
ASU Gammage is proud to present a wonderfully engaging and inspiring performing arts
series that brings the splendor of world music and dance to our communities. This series, in
addition to this supplied study guide, will teach your students the magic of live performance
while also including real life connections to many subject areas, including, but not limited to
the arts.
We have just celebrated our 5oth anniversary at ASU Gammage and are pleased to announce
that we are continuing our tradition of strong programming for youth. This season we will
be presenting: Rhythmic Circus, a funky big brass band and human beatbox paired with
incredible tap dancers, Kinobe and the Wamu Spirit, a gifted Ugandan multi-instrumentalist,
Niyaz, talented musicians who incorporate Persian tradition with conetemporary flair and
Dancing Earth, a dance troupe that inspires cultural consciousness through movement. We
hope to see you at one, if not all of these incredible performances this season!
Included in this guide are activities that are meant to be jumping off points for you and your
students to learn before and/ or after attending the performance. We have found that by pairing
the educational study guide with the performance, it allows for truly well rounded learning.
In addition, we have included a pre-show survey and post-show survey. If you could have your
students fill these out, it would be most appreciated as we will use this information to gauge future
programming.
We thank you for your support of ASU Gammage and our Performances for Students Series.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any comments/ questions.
Respectfully,

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Introduction & Welcome

Rhythmic Circus is a troupe of 11 internationally renowned artists and the creators
of Feet Don’t Fail Me Now! Since their early beginnings four years ago at a small
theatre in Northeast Minneapolis, they have grown into an international sensation
touring to over 90 cities worldwide. The brilliance of Rhythmic Circus has been
marked by their production’s rave reviews, sold-out engagements and numerous
awards, which include: 2 Sage Awards for Outstanding Ensemble and Performance,
the “Spirit of the Fringe” Award (Edinburgh Fringe Festival’s top theatrical award),
2 Upper Midwest Emmys, as well as being named “Best Dance Performance” by the
City Pages.
ABOUT THE SHOW
Home grown hoofers from Minneapolis hit the road with a trunk full of tap shoes,
funky costumes and a big brass band, ready to burst onto the stage with FEET
DON’T FAIL ME NOW!. “Heatbox” the human beatbox, joins the swingin’ sevenpiece funk band to accompany each tap, shuffle, and stomp with a clang, riff and
refrain. In this joyous parade of genre-hopping music and hard-hitting percussive
dance, you’ll be jumping out of your seat and dancing to the beat!
FEET DON’T FAIL ME NOW! premiered in August 2008 at the Ritz Theatre in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, when the group’s dancers and founders joined forces with
the seven Twin Cities’ heavyweight musicians. Together, they integrated an inventive
style of rapid-fire tap with a variety of musical genres to create a show that presents
a wildly creative view into the indomitable power of the human spirit.

C I R C U S

http://www.rhythmiccircus.com/

R H Y T H M I C

Rhythmic Circus

syncopation-

noun syn-co-pa-tion sin-k -’pa-sh n
e

e

music : musical rhythm in which stress is given to the weak beats instead of the
strong beats
In music, some parts of the measure are naturally accented. Naturally accented beats
are called strong beats. In 4/4 time, beats 1 and 3 are strong beats. Beats 2 and 4 are
called weak beats. Eighth notes that fall between the beats are even weaker.

Syncopation is created when a rhythm places emphasis on a naturally weak part of a
measure. This is usually done by having a note on a weak beat, but not the following
strong beat.
musictheoryforparents.com/syncopation

S Y N C O PAT I O N

Syncopation & the history of the beat!

Tap originated in the United States through the fusion of several ethnic percussive
dances, primarily African tribal dances and Scottish, Irish, and English clog dances,
hornpipes, and jigs. Until the last few decades of the 20th century, it was believed
that African slaves and Irish indentured servants had observed each other’s dances
on Southern plantations and that tap dancing was born from this contact. In the late
20th century, however, researchers suggested that tap instead was nurtured in such
urban environments as the Five Points District in New York City, where a variety of
ethnic groups lived side by side under crowded conditions and in constant contact
with the distinctly urban rhythms and syncopations of the machine age.
In the mid- to late 1800s, dance competitions were a common form of entertainment.
Later called “cutting contests,” these intense challenges between dancers were
an excellent breeding ground for new talent. (One of the earliest recorded such
challenges took place in 1844 between black dancer William Henry Lane, known as
Master Juba, and Irish dancer John Diamond.) Dancers matured by learning each
other’s techniques and rhythmic innovations. The primary showcase for tap of this
era was the minstrel show, which was at its peak from approximately 1850 to 1870.

www.brittannica.com

TA P

Tap dance was a particularly dynamic art form, and dancers continually molded and
shaped it. Dancers such as Harland Dixon and Jimmy Doyle (a duo known for their
buck-and-wing dancing) impressed audiences and influenced developing dancers
with their skill, ingenuity, and creativity. In addition to shaping dance performance,
tap dancers influenced the evolution of popular American music in the early to
mid-20th century; drummers in particular drew ideas as well as inspiration from
the dancers’ rhythmic patterns and innovations. Early recordings of tap dancers
demonstrate that their syncopations were actually years ahead of the rhythms in
popular music.

O F

During the following decades, styles of tap dancing evolved and merged. Among
the ingredients that went into the mix were buck dancing (a dance similar to but
older than the clog dance), soft-shoe dancing (a relaxed, graceful dance done in softsoled shoes and made popular in vaudeville), and buck-and-wing dancing (a fast
and flashy dance usually done in wooden-soled shoes and combining Irish clogging
styles, high kicks, and complex African rhythms and steps such as the shuffle and
slide; it is the forerunner of rhythm tap). Tap dance as it is known today did not
emerge until roughly the 1920s, when “taps,” nailed or screwed onto shoe soles at the
toes and heels, became popular. During this time entire chorus lines in shows such
as Shuffle Along (1921) first appeared on stage with “tap shoes,” and the dance they
did became known as tap dancing.

H I S T O RY

History of Tap

Tuba- Tuba, deep-pitched brass wind instrument with valves and wide conical bore. The
word tuba originally was the name of a straight-built Roman trumpet and was the medieval
Latin word for trumpet. Valved bass brass instruments for bands are mentioned as early
as 1829, but little is now known about them. In 1835 Wilhelm Wieprecht and Johann
Gottfried Moritz of Berlin patented the bass tuba in F, with five valves. Subsequent designs
were considerably influenced by the French contrabass saxhorn.
Drums- sound of which is produced by the vibration of a stretched membrane (it is thus
classified as a membranophone within the larger category of percussion instruments).
Basically, a drum is either a tube or a bowl of wood, metal, or pottery (the “shell”) covered
at one or both ends by a membrane (the “head”), which is usually struck by a hand or stick.
Friction drums, a class apart, are sounded by rubbing.
Piano- also called pianoforte, French piano or pianoforte, German Klavier, a keyboard
musical instrument having wire strings that sound when struck by felt-covered hammers
operated from a keyboard. The standard modern piano contains 88 keys and has a compass
of seven full octaves plus a few keys.
Guitar- probably originated in Spain early in the 16th century, deriving from the guitarra
latina, a late-medieval instrument with a waisted body and four strings. The early guitar was
narrower and deeper than the modern guitar, with a less pronounced waist. It was closely
related to the vihuela, the guitar-shaped instrument played in Spain in place of the lute.
Saxophone- any of a family of single-reed wind instruments ranging from soprano to bass
and characterized by a conical metal tube and finger keys. The first saxophone was patented
by Antoine-Joseph Sax in Paris in 1846.
A saxophone has a conical metal (originally brass) tube with about 24 openings controlled
by padded keys; the mouthpiece is similar to that of a clarinet. Two octave key vents allow
the instrument to overblow to a higher register at the octave. Except for the sopranino and
one form of the B soprano saxophone, built straight like a clarinet, saxophones have an
upturned lower end and a detachable crook, or neck, at the upper end.
Trumpet- brass wind musical instrument sounded by lip vibration against a cup mouthpiece.
Ethnologists and ethnomusicologists use the word trumpet for any lip-vibrated instrument,
whether of horn, conch, reed, or wood, with a horn or gourd bell, as well as for the Western
brass instrument. The technical distinction between trumpet and horn is that one-third of
the tube length of a trumpet is conical and two-thirds is cylindrical, while the horn’s tube is
the opposite. Both types are found throughout the world. For example, non-Western long
trumpets are as dispersed as the kakaki of West Africa, the Persian and Arab nafīr, the laba
of China, and the spectacular dung-chen of the Tibet Autonomous Region of China.
www.brittannica.com

I N S T R U M E N T S

The Instruments

#1-SYNCOPATE THIS!
Using your class reading list. have students get into groups of 4 and give each group a section
of text from a book on the list. Before the activity, have students discuss structure and why
a story needs structure and how does structure different between stories, poems, songs,
etc. Each group must select a reader. The reader will take the selected text and read aloud
to the group. Then, the class as a whole should create a simple beat in 4/4 (Clap Rest Clap
Rest Clap Rest Clap). The student will then read the text again to the beat of the class’ claps.
After this, each group must discuss how the beat influenced the reading (did it change the
mood, the feel?) and then develop a new beat (using syncoption learning from this study
guide) and rhythm for reading their selection. After all groups have completed their beats
and reading rhythms, have them perform for the class.
*ADAPTATIONS FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS:
Use books or rhymes already known- Cat in the Hat, Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
#2- PRESENTING THE HISTORY OF...
Everything has a history. Your students should have learned about the history of tap from
this study guide and your lesson(s). It is time to let them do some research of their own.
Have each student pick a topic, art form, sport, etc from a time period they are studying.
and complete research to write a paper entitled “The History of...” Each student should then
present their paper to the class and offer a Q & A afterwards for students to learn more
about the subject.
*ADAPTATIONS:
For K-3 use books or rhymes already known- Cat in the Hat, Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
#3- EXPRESS YOURSELF
Artists find ways to express themselves through many different outlets. Students should take
some time to write down a list of attributes. Then have each student create a movement that
associates with each attribute. The students then should string each movement together to
form a unique dance that represents themselves. Afterwards, create an open discussion on
what this exercise taught them about themselves, their classmates and the group as a whole.
#4- MY BIO
Most artists have a few paragraphs about themselves that help to not only tell outsiders
about their education and experiences, but also help to give a true picture of who they are as
artists. Every day we try and represent who we are to those who have never met us or do not
know us in the way we feel we truly are. Each student then can also write a bio for a famous
historical figure studied in their current classroom.
*ADAPTATIONS:
For K-3 use books or rhymes already known- Cat in the Hat, Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

A C T I V I T I E S

Activities

#1- Syncopate This!
ENGLISH/ LANGUAGE ARTS– Reading Standards for Literature
RL.5 (all grades)
MUSIC- General Music Standards Grades K-8
Strand 1: Create
Concept 3: Improvising rhythms, melodies, variations, and accompaniments
PO 1
#2- Presenting the History of...
SOCIAL STUDIES
Strand 1: American History
Concept 1: Research Skills for History
#3- Express Yourself!
DANCE- CreatingAnchor Standard #2 Organize and develop artistic ideas and
work
#4- My Bio
ENGLISH/ LANGUAGE ARTS– Writing Standards
W.2 (all grades)
SOCIAL STUDIES
Strand 2: World History
Concept 1: Research Skills for History

S TA N D A R D S

AZ Standards

Please complete and return the evaluation. Your comments will help improve ASU
Gammage Performances for Students Series. Thanks for your help!
Name: ____________________ Age ____________
School: ____________________________________
1.

Please circle which Performance you are attending:
Rhythmic Circus

Kinobe

Niyaz

Dancing Earth

2.

Have you attended a live performance anywhere before? If so, what did you see?

3.

On a scale of 1 -5, do you think you will enjoy this performance?

4.

3

Not at All
1

2

Do you feel a live performance can help you to learn about other subjects?

Absolutely

5.

4

Kind of

Kind of
4

5

3

Not at All
2

Do you think it is important for students to attend live performance?

Absolutely
5

4

3

Kind of

2

Not at All
1

6. What do you think you will learn from this performance/ experience?

1

S U RV E Y

Absolutely
5

P R E - S H O W

Pre-show Survey

Please complete and return the evaluation. Your comments will help improve ASU
Gammage Performances for Students Series. Thanks for your help!
Name: ____________________ Age ____________
School: ____________________________________
1.

Please circle which Performance you attended:
Rhythmic Circus

Kinobe

Niyaz

Dancing Earth

2.
Did you spend any time in the classroom discussing this performance or
participate in activities that relate to this performance?
YES
3.

On a scale of 1 -5, did you enjoy this performance?

Absolutely
5

3

Not at All
1

2

Do you feel this performance helped you to learn about other subjects?

Absolutely

Kind of
4

5

3

Not at All
2

Do you think it is important for students to attend live performance?

Absolutely
5

4

3

Kind of

2

6. What did you learn from this performance/ experience?

Not at All
1

1

V E Y

5.

4

Kind of

S U R

4.

NO

P O S T- S H O W

Post-show Survey

